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Western Blotting is a high-quality and semi-specific analytical method used to detect a particular PROTEIN present in a specific sample. It is semi-specific because it gives an approximate estimate of the target concentration of protein, rather than the exact amount of protein detected. This sample is basically a mixture of different proteins
extracted from cells, tissues, bacteria or viruses. Using this technique, bio-technologists are able not only to know the absence or presence of protein, but also to have an idea of the concentration of a particular protein, hence semi-quantitative (because it does not tell us the exact concentration, but to give us an approximate idea of the
number of proteins that we are looking for). Four main steps are involved in the western spot: An example of lyce preparation - to extract proteins from cells/TissuesGel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) - to separate proteins based on their weights - To transfer proteins from sample to membrane detection - sensing proteins with antibodies
labeled with the reporter molecule Principle Of Western Blot First of all, proteins are extracted from any source mainly by foxes and cell debris. Second, this mixture of proteins passes through the electrophoresis gel to separate the protein based on their size, hence the type. Third, these protein strips present on the gel are transferred to
the membrane, a step called blotting. Finally, this membrane is treated with antibodies specific to our target protein. Since then, antibodies used in western blotting have labeled enzymes, fluorores, radioisotopes or gold-conjugations that lead us to detect the target protein. The drug sample - Cell lys, centrifugation, optimization of the
concentration of proteins that need to be detected, usually extracted from cells or tissues. Proteins are extracted from a cell or tissue, breaking the cell wall (cell lys). After the cell lick, centrifuge is done to extract the protein from the sample. If the proteins are extracted from the cell, the resulting product is called cell lysate; and when
proteins are extracted from tissue, it is called tissue homogenate (Figure 01). Figure 01: An example of the drug in the western blot Protein Concentration is measured using a spectrophotometer. When the concentration is known, the sample is prepared and the concentration is adjusted and optimized for the next step of the western blot,
i.e. electrophoresis gel. Various buffers, detergents and salts are used to help the lyse of cells. Various anti-proteases and phosphates are used to prevent the sample from being digested. To avoid protein denaturation, tissue or cell lys is performed at a low temperature. Gel Electrophoresis to Separate Protein Sample proteins are loaded
into wells in the SDS-PAGE gel. The sample is taken in micrograms (20-30ug) if we are dealing with cell lysate or tissue homogenate and in a nanogram in the case of pure proteins. An equal amount of protein is loaded into each well. One well is reserved for the stairs. The ladder is a mixture of pre-painted pure proteins with their known
molecular weight. When the samples are loaded into each well, the voltage is applied to the gel. Proteins that are negatively charged because of SDS migrate to a positive power terminal. (Figure 02). Figure 02: SDS-PAGE gel electrophoresis Less proteins move faster, while larger proteins move slower than relatively smaller proteins in a
certain period of time. The reason for this difference in electrophoretic mobility of proteins is the size of each protein. The concentration of acrylamide determines the resolution of the SDS-PAGE gel. The greater the concentration of acrylamide, the better the resolution of proteins with lower molecular weight. The lower the concentration of
acrylamide, the better the resolution of proteins with a higher molecular weight. This difference in electrophoretic mobility separates the proteins in the gel, leading to the formation of invisible bands in the gel. Protein strips are still not visible at this stage because no colored or fluorophore is present. The only staircase is visible because it
was pre-painted. Blotting Transfer of protein strip from gel to membrane is called blotting. The membrane is placed in direct and close contact with the SDS-PAGE gel. The proteins move from the gel to the membrane, maintaining their original position and concentration. The transfer of protein to the membrane occurs either capillary
action (older, slower), or electric current - electroblotation (last, fast). The membrane used for blotting is made either from nitrocellulose or from PVDF (polyvinilide diphrorid). Each membrane used in Western Blotting has its advantages; The nitrocellulose membrane is cheap but delicate and can't stand repeated blotting. On the other
hand, PVDF is expensive, but can be reused after washing off proteins. The membrane is placed on the gel, this gel-membrane layer is sandwiched between layers of filter paper to protect the gel and membrane. The sponge is placed on each side of this sandwich. The whole sandwich is now called the transfer sandwich dipped in a
buffer solution (known as a transfer buffer) and an electric current is applied ensuring that the membrane is present between the gel and the positive power terminal (Figure 03). When using electric current, negatively charged proteins move towards a positive power terminal. On the way to a positive terminal, they connect with the
membrane, while maintaining the organization they PVDF/Nitrocellulose gel. The forces responsible for non-specific binding are hydrophobic interaction and charge interaction between the membrane and the proteins. The time it takes to transfer is directly proportional to the thickness of the gel. For example, it takes 45min for 0.75 mm
gel. At this stage, all the proteins are now tied to the membrane, but not visible. However, the only staircase is visible on the membrane. Rice 03: Blotting Sandwich Blocking As a membrane is specifically selected for its binding with all proteins as targeted proteins and antibodies (immunoglobulin proteins) will bind to the membrane in all
places. To avoid the non-specific binding of antibodies to the membrane, the membrane dips into a blocking solution. The blocking solution contains proteins that bind to all places, except where the target proteins are already bound (Figure 04). Fig. 04 : Blocking in the western blotting blocking solution may be: 3-5% bullish serum albumin
(BSA) in Tris-buffer saline solution (TBS) - 0.1% detergent, such as Tween 20 or Triton X-1 003-5% skimmed milk powder in Tris-buffer saline solution (TBS) - 0.1% detergent such as Tween 20 or Triton X-100 then this membrane is washed by a buffer to remove an additional blocking solution. At this point imagine a membrane full of
proteins associated with it. Some proteins are targeted proteins that are present in their respective position. Most proteins are from a blocking solution. Thus, when the antibody solution is poured on the membrane, the antibodies are attached only to its specific target protein. This blocking step reduces the background in the end result and
also eliminates the possibility of false positives. The detection of targeted proteins is detected by antibodies labeled by the reporter's molecule. A reporter's molecule can be an enzyme that changes its chromogenic substrate (soluble color) into an insoluble color product. (Coloritetric Detection) Is an enzyme that changes its substrate
(luminol) into product and light. (Detection of chemical bulbs) Fluorescent dye, which fluoresces when exposed to a certain wavelength and can be detected by visualizing the spot. Radioactive isotopes, radiation from a radioactive molecule such as a radioactive iodine molecule, are detected by placing a film on the membrane. Black
stripes appear on a photographic film that corresponds to protein stripes. (Radioactive Detection) Two steps of detection (indirect detection) Two types of antibodies are used. The first antibody (Primary Antibody) is specific to the target protein, and the second antibody (secondary antibody), labeled with a reporter's molecule, binds to the
first antibody. The membrane is dipped with the primary solution of antibodies and incubated for 30 minutes. quickly washed with a wash buffer. Now secondary solution is poured on the membrane and incubated for 30 minutes when shaken. Protein bands appear (in the case of colorful detection) when the substrate is added to the
enzyme, which is marked on secondary antibodies (Figure 05). One step detection (direct detection) uses only one antibody, which is not only specific to the target protein, but also labeled reporter molecules. The membrane dips into only one solution of primary antibody. Protein strips on the membrane appear when the substrate is
added to the enzyme that is labeled on the primary antibody. (Figure 05). Fig. 05: Direct and Indirect Detection Click Here to Read Agarosa Gel Electrophoresis. The last update on January 6, 2020, Sagar AryalIntroductionWestern Spot is an analytical method used in molecular biology, immunogenetics and other molecular biology to
detect specific proteins in a sample of homogeneous tissue or extract. Western blotting is called so as the procedure is similar to south blotting. While southern blotting is done to detect DNA, western blotting is done to detect proteins. Western blotting is also called protein immunoblotation because the antibody is used specifically to
detect its antigen. The principle of Western blottingThe technique consists of three main processes: the separation of proteins by size (Electrophoresis). Switch to solid support (Blotting)Marking the target protein using a proper primary and secondary antibody for imaging (Detection). Electrophoresis is used to mark proteins according to
their electrophoretic mobility, which depends on the charge, the size of the protein molecule and the structure of the proteins. Proteins move from the gel to the membrane of nitrocellulose (NC) or diphtoriide polyvinilin (PVDF). Without prior activation, the proteins are combined with the nitrocellulos membrane based on hydrophobic
interaction (Blotting). Primary antibodies and enzyme conjugated secondary antibodies are used to detect proteins. When the substrate is added, the substrate reacts to an enzyme that is associated with a secondary antibody to generate a color substance, namely visible protein strips. In this method, the mixture of proteins is separated
by molecular weight, and thus by type, through electrophoresis gel. These results are then transferred to the membrane that produces the strip for each protein. The membrane is then incubated by labels of antibodies specific to the protein of interest. Non-aligned antibodies are washed away leaving only associated antibodies to the
protein of interest. The associated antibodies are then detected during the development of the film. Since antibodies bind only to the interest of the protein, only one strip should be visible. The thickness of the band corresponds to the number of proteins present; so doing the standard can indicate the amount of protein present Western
blotting is usually done on homogenate tissue or extract. He uses (Sodium dodekyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis), a type of electrophoresis gel first separate the various proteins in the mixture based on their shape and size. The resulting protein strips are transferred to nitrocellulose or nylon membrane, where they are
checked with antibodies specific to the protein found. Antigen-antibody complexes, which are formed on a band containing a protein recognized by the antibody, can be visualized in a variety of ways. If the protein of interest is bound by a radioactive antibody, its position on the blot can be determined by exposing the membrane to the X-
ray sheet, a procedure called autoradiography. However, the most commonly used detection procedures use enzyme-related antibodies against protein. After binding the antibody enzyme to conjugate, the addition of a chromogenic substrate that produces a high-color and insoluble product causes the appearance of a color band at the
target antigen. The location of protein interest can be determined with a much higher sensitivity if the chemical compound along with suitable boosting agents is used to produce light on an antigenic site. The application of Western blottingIdentification of a specific protein in a complex mixture of proteins. In this method, known antigens of
a clearly defined molecular weight are separated by SDS-PAGE and washed away into nitrocellulose. Separated bands of known antigens are then tested with a sample suspected of containing antibodies specific to one or more of these antigens. The antibody reaction with the band is detected using either a radio bib or an enzyme-
related secondary antibody that is specific to the types of antibodies in the test sample. Assess the size of the protein, as well as the amount of protein, present in the mixture. Most commonly used as a validation test for HIV diagnosis, where this procedure is used to determine whether a patient has antibodies that react with one or more
viral proteins or not. Demonstration of specific antibodies in the serum for the diagnosis of neurocysticercosis and tuber meningitis. Meningitis. western blotting principle procedure and application pdf. western blotting technique principle procedure and application
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